The "keiretsu" structuring of assembler-supplier relations historically enabled Japanese auto assemblers to remain lean and flexible while enjoying a level of control over supply akin to that of vertical integration. Yet there is much talk currently of breakdown in keiretsu networks. This paper examines some recent developments in Japanese parts supply keiretsu.
INTRODUCTION
Transactions between Japanese automobile manufacturers and their suppliers, distinguished by long-term purchasing relationships, intense collaboration, cross-shareholding, and the frequent exchange of personnel and technology, have been a conspicuous reminder that not all viable contracting and governance forms are clustered at the extremes of market and hierarchy. High trust, long-term cooperation between assemblers and their suppliers has made possible reductions in new model development time in the Japanese auto industry, sharing of the costs and responsibilities of innovation, endless rounds of cost-cutting, and quick response to fluctuations in demand. By spinning off much parts development and manufacture to independently managed yet closely linked suppliers, Japanese assemblers could exploit the incentive benefits of market-based exchange while reaping the learning and coordination benefits of internalization within a corporate hierarchy (Clark 1993 , Smitka 1991 , Nishiguchi 1994 ).
In recent years, the Japanese automobile industry has been buffeted by shifts in market environment and technology. Of course, change has not been confined to the automotive sector-the effects of globalization, a rising yen, foreign government pressure, and the bursting of the late 80's economic bubble have rippled across all sectors of the Japanese economy. The recessionary 90's have evoked prophecies of gloom and doom-both from smug Westerners who only ten years ago were warning of Japanese world economic domination-and from the Japanese themselves, who in rising numbers fear for the country's economic security, if not its very survival. The Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Japan's most prestigious economic newspaper, opened the new year of 1997 with a series entitled "Nihon 5 networks due to rising standardization of parts in the world auto industry. We examine the relative merits of the learning and governance perspectives to explain the transformation of purchase supply relationships as evidenced by these cases.
Our observations in this paper are based upon interviews with Japanese auto assemblers and suppliers over the past five years as well as a review of Japanese press coverage of events in the automotive industry (see Appendix for a discussion of our research methodology).
GOVERNANCE AND LEARNING IN ALLIANCES
Research on interfirm alliances has blossomed over the last decade. As is natural in a new and burgeoning line of inquiry, competing theoretical models have multiplied. While the diverse perspectives make this an intellectually rich field, they have also balkanized it. In particular, there is an intellectual tension between two dominant approaches to alliance-governance and learning. Governance theory, best represented by transaction cost economics (Williamson 1985) , makes little reference to organizational learning and knowledge creation processes. Adherents to the learning paradigm, on the other hand, are critical of transaction cost reasoning, in particular of what they see to be its exaggerated concern with opportunistic behavior.
From the governance perspective, interorganizational alliance is a governance structure put in place to mitigate contracting hazards. Hazards arise when one or both parties to a transaction make investments in relation-specific, non-redeployable assets. At the extreme, unilateral investment in relation-specific assets makes a firm vulnerable to hold-up by an alliance partner. Even when the partners are mutually dependent, investments in specific assets complicate the management of bilateral adaptation over time (Williamson 1994) . Given uncertainties in technology, markets, and the reliability of partners, firms cannot write long-term contingent contracts. Instead, they fashion organizational structures to ensure that the parties will cooperate in good faith when unforeseen contingencies arise.
Early statements of TCE focused on the drawing of organizational boundaries around transactions-whether to conduct exchange through market or administrative means. The hard "markets and hierarchies" polarity has since been softened in acknowledging the existence of hybrids-chiefly, alliances and networks (Williamson 1991) . Even when relation-specific investments are involved, a firm may opt for hybrid over hierarchy if the risk of opportunism is low or protective governance structures can readily be fashioned (see Williamson's, 1985:120-122 , description of the Toyota production system).
According to this logic, Japanese auto assemblers and suppliers have managed to sustain hybrid 6 relationships-close, dependent, long-term alliances, absent majority ownership or contingent contracts-because (partly for cultural reasons) of a generally low taste for opportunism: strong norms favoring trust, obligation, and reciprocity in relationships; backed up by such reputation-enforcing formal mechanisms as supplier associations (Sako 1996) .
The governance perspective accounts for why Toyota and other auto assemblers managed to preserve low levels of vertical integration and close and dedicated supplier relationships in the absence of hard, legalistic contracts and comprehensive ownership. It has less to say on why these purchase-supply hybrids have, in this industry at least, outperformed both vertical integration and arms-length procurement (Womack, Jones, and Roos 1989) . Further, TCE, as a theory focused on the exigencies of exchange, generally assumes an exogenously-given production function, hence is ill-equipped to explain how new alliance forms might spur technological change. Moreover, TCE does not give a satisfactory accounting of firm differences in the management of a set of ostensibly similar transaction partnerships.
The learning perspective, if less rigorous logically, seems better positioned on these counts. It treats the evolution of organizational form as strategy in the search for and success in realizing a superior technological or production regime. Specifically, the interfirm alliance, a hybrid form in TCE parlance, is superior organizationally not merely because it economizes on transaction costs e.g., thwarting opportunism and averting risks. Rather, alliances in and of themselves generate rents through "relational advantage," and, particularly in today's global economy, the adroit management of them is a dominant, if by no means the only, path to a higher threshold of technological competence (Dyer and Singh 1998) .
With some exceptions, researchers sympathetic to the learning paradigm have been hostile to transaction cost thinking (Oxley 1999) . Scholars in this tradition have generally been unconcerned with opportunism and treat governance in only the broadest terms. Moreover, TCE's dour take on human nature is thought at odds with how real people behave, certainly in Japan (Dore 1983) and even in the United States (Macaulay 1963 , Uzzi 1996 . Others assert that the short-term efficiency perspective of TCE is incompatible with long-term, strategic learning character of most alliances (Zajac and Olsen 1993, Sobrero and Roberts 1996) . Research within the learning framework addresses the processes whereby firms collaborate as well as the sources of alliance gains or relational rents. It attributes the smooth functioning of alliances to trust, joint routines built up over time, shared beliefs in the gains to relationship, and such tight interdependence that potentially unruly participants have little choice but to cooperate (Dyer 1996 , Nishiguchi 1994 , Ring and Van de Ven 1992 While both the governance and learning paradigms offer interpretations of interfirm alliance, little scholarship to date combines them in making sense of a concrete empirical case. Although a thoroughgoing theoretical integration of these perspectives is beyond the scope of this paper, we 7 demonstrate that, in the context of the Japanese automotive industry, they have complementary merits, and appear to be largely complementary. Our claim is that these perspectives, taken in concert, offer the most complete explanation of the prima facie less than consistent responses that auto assemblers have made to a variety of significant changes in supplier transactions, market structures, and governance forms.
TOYOTA, DENSO, AND AUTO ELECTRONICS: FROM HYBRID TO HIERARCHY
In 1988, Toyota opened its Hirose plant, currently the location of four electrical engineering divisions: design and planning of electronic parts, antilock brake systems, car navigation systems, and semiconductors. Besides the investment in plant and equipment, Toyota made a major effort to recruit electrical engineers, both by hiring new graduates and by the relatively unusual step of taking on midcareer engineers. Today, electrical engineers account for 10% of all engineers at Toyota and 30% of new engineering hires.
This creation of internal capacity amounted to a major reversal of Toyota purchasing strategy.
Toyota had for many years depended on a close relationship with Denso (formerly Nippondenso) for electrical and electronic parts. Denso began life as a spun-off division of Toyota in 1949, and grew over time into one of the largest auto parts manufacturers in the world (Gerlach and Lincoln, forthcoming, Odaka, Ono and Adachi 1988) .
2 Originally a maker of electrical parts for cars, such as heaters, Denso developed considerable expertise in electronics and its business expanded with the rising profile of this technology in auto design and production. Toyota benefited from Denso's expertise and relied on Denso for all of its purchases of a number of important parts, in so doing breaking Toyota's own rule of having two suppliers of every part. As Denso's capabilities grew, it began, probably with Toyota's blessing, doing business with other assemblers, but (as was true of other key Toyota suppliers), refrained from supplying Toyota archrival Nissan.
Early strains in the relationship between Toyota and Denso emerged with Denso's establishment of a factory in Battle Creek, Michigan, before Toyota began producing automobiles in the United States.
From the outset, Denso's plant was expected to sell to the U. S. "Big Three," and eventually it even serviced Nissan's U.S. operations (although, as noted, within Japan the taboo on Toyota suppliers selling 8 to Nissan still held). While not formally discouraging its suppliers from seeking other customers (excepting Nissan), Toyota is displeased when its affiliates collaborate closely with the competition.
Toyota, we were told, 3 was unhappy with Denso's extensive assistance to Chrysler in the development of the subcompact Neon, which early on was perceived to pose a challenge to Japanese dominance in small cars (Lincoln, Mason, and Ahmadjian 1998) .
Further evidence of a deterioration in the Denso and Toyota bond is apparent in the conspicuous absence of assistance from Denso in Toyota's endeavors to acquire expertise in electronics. In autos, as in other industries in Japan, exchange of engineers between customer and supplier for the purpose of facilitating technology transfer and development of new capabilities is common, even indispensable, given the difficulty under the traditional Japanese employment system of recruiting mid-career engineers and managers. Toyota informants told us that they had initially received help from Denso in developing an in-house electronics capability. A course to offer electronics training to Toyota engineers was first staffed by university professors and Denso engineers. Toyota's worsening relationship with Denso ended that. In 1994, six engineers were dispatched from Denso-in 1995, none. As a Toyota human resource manager put it: "We have graduated from the Denso phase." Even today, however, when Toyota's electronics program is quite advanced, Denso's program of training employees in electronics is perceived as superior to that of Toyota. 4 Toyota continues to procure parts from Denso, and for a number of components, volume has remained steady or even grown. Our Toyota informants said, for example, that their vertical integration into electronics was part of no broader plan to reduce Toyota's overall rate of external procurement.
Toyota's outsourcing rate (the ratio of externally purchased parts to total components used) had been approximately 70%, a rate that the company intended to maintain. Toyota managers informed us in the summer of 1997 that Denso was now supplying 50% of Toyota's total electronic component needs.
Judging from data we compiled on Toyota's purchases from Denso over the period 1984 -1993, the 50% figure is down from the level of four years ago (see Table 1 ). Even over the earlier period, some marked declines in Toyota's parts procurement from Denso can be seen: in nitrous oxide sensors, spark plugs, glow plugs, traction control systems, antilock brake systems, speedometers, and power relays. Big declines are evident in Toyota's purchases from Denso of such high-value technologies as traction 3 Based on an interview with a Japanese business scholar close to Toyota. 9 control and antilock brake systems. These support Toyota's claim that it will design and make electronic parts that contribute to organizational learning but will otherwise go outside. 
Governance and learning in the Toyota -Denso alliance
Toyota's investment in an internal capability in high-end electronic components represents a shift from hybrid to hierarchical control of electronics. Explaining the decision to make versus buy a part is a key concern of transaction cost theory (see for example, Monteverde and Teece 1982) . According to TCE, a firm is likely to move production of parts within its boundaries as uncertainty, asset specificity, and hazards of opportunism rise. A firm's vulnerability to hold-up by a supplier is directly proportional to the asset specificity of the transaction and inversely proportional to the efficacy of existing governance in monitoring and mitigating opportunism. From a governance standpoint, Toyota's move to bring electronics under administrative control reflects increased hazards stemming from the changing nature of automotive electronics. This interpretation, however, leaves an important question: if Toyota's only concern was contractual hazards, why not simply take a controlling stake in Denso? This question, we believe, is best answered by taking into account learning. Below, we review both TCE and learning interpretations of Toyota's commitment to building an in-house capability.
Increasing asset specificity Toyota's strategic decision to design and manufacture in-house a number of key electronic components is testimony to the changing nature of automotive electronics. On its face, Toyota's move to internalize the design and production of some electronic components accords with the governance framework. From this perspective, the greater the asset-specific investments required to conduct a transaction and the greater the uncertainty surrounding it, the more likely is it that hierarchical governance will be imposed. As electronics technology becomes integrated with all the systems of the automobile (unlike such standardized "bolt-on" electrical parts as starters and generators), it grows in asset or relation specificity. The role electronics will ultimately play in the future of the automobile is not yet clear, but its centrality and interpenetration with the mechanical side will doubtless increase. Automotive electronics technology is now a very hot topic in Japanese auto circles. There is much fascination with navigation systems, built-in TV's, back-seat video games, and, most fundamentally, with electronics as the "brain" and nervous system of the car (Nihon Sangyo 1/25/95).
Transaction cost theory also sees the effects of asset specificity and uncertainty as being amplified by the frequency of transaction. Specifically, the importance of finding the right match between transaction type and governance structure should rise in proportion to a transaction's share of total costs. Electronics' share of the total value added in automobile production is rising rapidly.
Currently, electronic parts make up about 10% of an average vehicle's total production cost (more in upscale models); Toyota engineers estimate that this will soon rise to 30%.
Measurement and monitoring TCE and parallel frameworks such as agency theory also place considerable stress on information uncertainty, "impactedness," and asymmetry as variables conditioning choice of governance mode. As information problems multiply, firms must devote increased effort to measurement and monitoring tasks. Bringing the transaction within the boundaries of a single firm where it can be put under tighter surveillance via accounting and other information controls is the standard solution (Alchian and Demsetz 1972 , Barzel 1982 , Williamson 1985 . Measurement and monitoring problems figured centrally in Toyota's efforts to better manage its procurement of complex electronic parts and subassemblies. Our interviews with the company, plus a number of other reports on Toyota and Denso's evolving relationship (e.g. Ota, et al. 1994) , made clear the difficulty Toyota faced in evaluating Denso's pricing and delivery of electronic components.
The process by which parts prices are determined in the Japanese automotive industry demands that auto assemblers evaluate their suppliers with rigor and precision. Prices generally are not set down in 11 written contracts between assemblers and their suppliers (Asanuma 1989 , Nishiguchi 1994 This system of price setting requires that an auto assembler has access to a supplier's cost structure and understand intimately its manufacturing process. For most auto parts, this is a given. Auto assemblers have long been a source of knowledge, skills, and resources for their suppliers (Asanuma 1989 For years, Toyota left the development and manufacture of electrical and electronic parts to Denso, an arrangement advantageous to both sides so long as automotive electronics comprised relatively simple and stand-alone components. As electronics technology grew more complex and integral to automotive design and manufacturing, information asymmetries arose between Toyota and Denso. Denso understood electronics far better than Toyota, and Toyota found it increasingly difficult to evaluate what its key supplier was doing.
Indeed, a need for "parts evaluation capability" (buhin hyouka noryoku) by auto assemblers is the centerpiece explanation for the vertical integration of auto assemblers into electronics proposed by a recent MITI (Ministry of International Trade and Industry) Research Institute report (Ota et al. 1994 ):
"The choice and design of electronically controlled parts is closely bound up with the overall design of a motor vehicle and with differentiation of the end product. The motor manufacturers must for look not only to the quality and cost of electronically controlled parts but also to their own capacity to evaluate such parts in terms of their potential for future improvement and innovative development."
Toyota was candid in interviews with us and with the Japanese press that one factor in motivating its decision to manufacture electronics components was an interest in boosting bargaining leverage over Denso with a firm grasp of Denso's real costs. Toyota was concerned that Denso might be withholding or otherwise managing its cost information in price negotiations. At the time of construction of the Hirose plant, a Toyota manager was quoted in the Nikkei as looking forward with anticipation to future negotiations with Denso: "Now we will really be able to push them to lower prices" (Nikkei 5/8/87).
Building absorptive capacity While the governance framework satisfactorily ties Toyota's decision to manufacture electronics components to changes in asset specificity and evaluation capability, it leaves some puzzling questions unanswered. Foremost is why Toyota did not simply buy Denso outright. Part of the answer is the continuing value Toyota saw in its long-standing keiretsu arrangement with Denso. Another part is the taboo on aggressive acquisition that prevailed in Japanese business 10-15 years ago when Toyota's electronics planning began. We provide more discussion of these points below. We maintain here, however, that the imperatives of learning figured centrally in Toyota's decision to "grow its own" electronics capability. Electronics technology is moving from stand-alone parts to systems that integrate all components of the automobile. In this respect, modern automotive electronics is an architectural innovation that is revolutionizing how the components of a car fit together and operate as a system, not to mention how problems are diagnosed and addressed (Henderson and Clark 1990 ). The disruptive effect on architectural innovations on organizations is well documented. Similar disruptions may be expected to occur when product development and manufacture occur within a tightly knit network of assembler and suppliers. As an assembler, Toyota's competitive advantage lay in its ability to coordinate suppliers in the development of new models. Without access to electronics technology, Toyota's principal source of advantage-its role as a coordinator of a tightly knit supplier networkthreatened to slip away.
Learning a technology only distantly related to a firm's core capabilities is a nontrivial pursuit.
As Toyota saw it, the acquisition of expertise in electronics could not be had simply by purchasing electronics know-how on the outside. In order to learn, apply its knowledge, and keep up with the rapid pace of change in automotive electronics, Toyota had to build absorptive capacity: a base of electronics knowledge from which rapid learning of leading-edge developments could proceed. Given the daunting task Toyota saw before it-the need to master an unfamiliar technology that was almost certain to be central to the automobile of the future-a massive program of learning by doing seemed the only possible course (Nonaka and Takeuchi 1995, Pisano 1996) . Rather like the personal computer industry today, in which hardware has become cheap and commodified with software yielding the lion's share of value, the Toyota engineers we interviewed saw automotive electronics know-how becoming the core competency that would soon drive competitive success in the world auto industry.
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The creation of such absorptive capacity was critical both to Toyota's ability to design and produce automotive electronics on its own and to manage effectively its alliances with Denso and other partners. Learning within an alliance structure is maximized when the parties maintain comparable levels of absorptive capacity (Lane and Lubatkin 1998) . Investment in electronics learning, as a consequence, did not merely enable Toyota to remedy an imbalance of bargaining power with Denso and bring inside some control over a critical technology. It was also a strategy for preserving the Toyota-Denso partnership and deriving long-term maximum value from it. For example, Toyota engineers stated that the quality of Toyota's discussions with Denso about parts design and manufacturing had risen since Toyota's investment in electronics learning began. Before, they said, Toyota people sometimes asked silly or naïve questions in procurement negotiations with Denso. Now that Toyota was acquiring a solid knowledge base in the technology, the communication between the companies had improved.
But would it not have been simpler and faster for Toyota to take a controlling stake in Denso, thereby acquiring the assets, intellectual and material, that had made Denso a formidable global player in automotive electronics? Toyota, our interviews made clear, felt that only a top-to-bottom Japanese-style program of learning-by-doing could infuse its entire organization with the skills and values essential to making electronics a genuine "core competence." Our earliest interviews with Toyota around the electronics question--conducted in 1994 with the headquarters human resource staff-highlighted Toyota's learning agenda. Much of the burden of that agenda fell on the HR function, which the company had charged with developing ambitious programs to recruit electrical engineers from top universities and retrain Toyota's extant engineering staff in electronics.
Moreover, the electronics capability Toyota sought, we were told by Toyota, was far in excess of what Denso at the time possessed. 8 The long-term goal for the electronics learning campaign was to position Toyota for entry to an array of burgeoning electronics and telecommunications fields. Typical of Toyota strategy in particular and that of Japanese business more generally, Toyota was unlikely to have launched such an ambitious diversification effort were electronics to remain marginal to its core auto business. But with electronics occupying center stage in autos as well, it was rational for Toyota to leverage its new skills (and thereby amortize the cost of investment in learning them) across as many business opportunities as possible.
The benefits of hybrid organization
Moreover, both firms stood to reap further gains from continuing the keiretsu relationship in the procurement of a wide range of parts. Purchase of Denso outright might negate those benefits. Both Toyota and Denso were at pains to stress to us that their long association was still productive and by no means near an end. For many parts, Toyota's sourcing from Denso stands at historical levels, particularly in less complex electrical components. In these supply transactions, the considerable benefits to procurement from a trusted external source remain intact.
Indeed, Hirose plant engineers told us in 1997 that some of the in-house electronics operation might be scaled or shut down once Toyota had mastered the technology, since keiretsu procurement retained the edge in cost and flexibility.
"Toyota is continuing to spin off and outsource activities (press casting was mentioned as a recent example). If Toyota totally understands a process it will spin it off and outsource it."
In our view, this statement, perhaps more than any other from our interviews, underscores the learning rationale behind Toyota's internal electronics venture.
Other payoffs to continuing the partnership can be identified as well. Having Toyota as a guaranteed customer for a very large fraction of its output (even if the composition of that output was shifting toward the lower tech and value side) absorbed considerable uncertainty for Denso. Toyota also had a stake in preserving Denso's standing as an independently managed but closely affiliated company.
Toyota managers told us that the maintenance of internal capacity to produce the same components that Toyota was sourcing from Denso was in line with Toyota's own long-standing rule of having two suppliers of every part sourced (Richardson 1993) . Such competition was the ultimate source of the discipline Toyota imposed on its suppliers to achieve steep price and cost reductions over the life of a product or model. Toyota managers pointed out that, with its electronics division in place, Toyota had become its own second source for electronics. 9 Another reason Toyota did not purchase Denso outright, 9 Toyota engineering managers insisted to us in an interview that there was no other Japanese company that could really play "second source" to Denso. Skeptical, we suggested Hitachi. Their reply was: "Hitachi is in the Nissan group. We cannot source from them." Indeed, Hitachi has recently moved to assist Nissan and its suppliers in developing advanced automotive electronics. As reported by the New York Times (Strom, 1998 16 publicly by both companies in a language of cooperation, the Japanese business press portrayed it as a hostile takeover. When Toyota had in the past upped its equity stake in a supplier, the ostensible purpose was a rescue or restructuring. Indeed, Toyota's original equity investment in Daihatsu in the mid-1960's was designed to save the smaller company from bankruptcy (Nikkei Sangyo 9/21/95). This time around, Toyota's purchase of shares in Daihatsu could not be explained as a rescue package. Although Daihatsu had indeed gone through some financial distress in the early 1990's, the firm was recovering at the time of Toyota's intervention. Moreover, given the legal and symbolic significance of the 33.4% stake, the conclusion seems inescapable that Toyota's motive was direct and full control of Daihatsu.
Analysts trace the move to Daihatsu's contacts and expertise in the booming China market. Then in early 1998 Toyota upped its equity stakes in Daihatsu and Hino Motors Ltd. to more than 50%, thereby converting them to legal subsidiaries. By 1999, Daihatsu announced that it was dropping its leading own-name models to become a virtual division of Toyota. The Nikkei reported the event as
follows:
"The move is aimed at solidifying the Toyota group in order to respond to a global trend realignment in the automotive industry, observers said. Enhanced group solidarity is likely to make it easier to resolve overlapping production of similar models. The step will also 'allow Toyota to take more effective strategic steps' for overseas operations, noted an analyst at the Toyota took a small equity position in Daihatsu and seconded several managers to its board. The two companies then began a close and stable partnership in which Daihatsu manufactured Toyota-vehicles on an itaku or consignment basis. This is a common arrangement between large and small assemblers in Japan, even between manufacturers and closely affiliated suppliers: Kanto Auto Works and Toyoda amending the articles of incorporation with a two-thirds majority, a shareholders' meeting can vote on other matters, including ordinary business." A two-thirds majority also allows shareholders to dismiss a director without cause.
Not widely known is that Ford's equity stake in Mazda since 1996 is also exactly 33.4%, a level intentionally chosen to give Ford management control of Mazda.
Automatic Loom also assemble Toyota vehicles, and some of Nissan's best-known models (the Z, for example) are put together by affiliates such as Nissan Auto Body. The manufacturers rely on itaku to manage fluctuations in demand without building extra internal capacity and to leverage other manufacturers' competencies (Shioji 1995 
Governance and learning in the Daihatsu takeover
The Daihatsu case parallels that of Denso in documenting a restructuring of governance in the Toyota supplier network from hybrid to hierarchy. Otherwise, however, Toyota's goals and strategy were quite different. Rather than develop small car capability in-house, Toyota bought a controlling stake in Daihatsu. A contrast between the governance and learning rationales for alliance illuminate the source of this divergence. Daihatsu's access to a critical resource-the China market-combined with diminishing global efficacy of Toyota's keiretsu governance led Toyota to mount a hostile takeover to reassert control. Unlike the case of Denso, the advantages to Toyota of maintaining the hybrid relationship with Daihatsu were few.
Global markets and the weakening of keiretsu. From the governance perspective, a change in how a transaction is organized or governed is prompted by an alteration in the underlying transaction or in the efficacy of the governance structure overlaying that transaction. We discussed in the Denso case how rising asset specificity and the need for evaluation and monitoring capability necessitated a more hierarchical form of governance. By contrast, Toyota acquired Daihatsu because Toyota's minority stake and board representation did not give Toyota the control it desired over Daihatsu. This, we argue, is related to the weakening of the influence that these stakes allowed Toyota, thanks in part to a broadening of Daihatsu's options.
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A small equity stake, one or more board seats, plus various less tangible keiretsu controls would have in the past guaranteed that Daihatsu would submit to Toyota's interests. Daihatsu's growing accumulation of critical resources-manufacturing capabilities, distribution channels, and name 12 The Nikkei (10/16/95) described Toyota's experience in China, and designs on Daihatsu: "Toyota's China strategy had been one step forward, two steps back. 14 Globalization is not necessarily to the advantage of suppliers. Globalization (including the constraints of local content rules) have forced Japanese assemblers to look for local suppliers-and a strong yen and improved supplier capabilities have made some of these suppliers as attractive as their Japanese counterparts. In general, the bargaining power of Japanese auto parts suppliers has diminished as Japanese auto assemblers are able to select from a wider range of suppliers across the world. In the case of Daihatsu and Toyota, however, Daihatsu's capabilities and connections in China introduced new asymmetry into the relationship in favor of Daihatsu. Daihatsu could now say no, and Toyota was forced to take more formal control.
15 Toyota declined to divulge the identities of the firms from which it had purchased Daihatsu shares.
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Nikkeiren, The Japan Federation of Employers' Associations. Speculation has it that he was relieved of his operating position at Toyota in response both to concerns of suppliers that he was insufficiently supportive and to those of the Toyoda family about his aggressive Western-style decision-making (New York Times, April 14, 1999). We noted several reasons why Toyota did not take a controlling stake in Denso. Toyota needed to create absorptive capacity on its own both to deal with increased asymmetry of knowledge and bargaining power in its relationship with Denso and to better grasp and use a technology that was more and more critical to the auto design and production. In contrast, Daihatsu possessed capabilities that Toyota could not, and need not, develop on its own. At the time of the takeover of Daihatsu, Toyota had been frozen out of the China market through a series of ill-fated attempts at joint ventures. Even if
Limited benefits of hybrid organization
Toyota could have single-handedly established a presence in China, there was little point in doing so itself as long as the option of taking a controlling stake in Daihatsu was available. In the Daihatsu case, Toyota's interest was in gaining access to Daihatsu's political capital, manufacturing capability and distribution channels in China. Learning was less the objective here than access to a scarce and lucrative resource-Daihatsu's China business.
RISING STANDARDIZATION OF PARTS: FROM HYBRID TO MARKET
Toyota's evolving relationships with Denso and Daihatsu are case studies in the transition of parts supply transactions from "hybrid" or "network" governance to full absorption under a corporate chain of command. Now we consider some developments in supply chain management that appear to be taking the Japanese auto industry in the opposite direction: toward greater standardization of parts and arms-length, market-based transactions. Japanese auto assemblers identify as critical current problems proliferation of parts types and over-customization of parts as costly problems. Press reports highlight programs to reduce the number of distinct parts, to standardize parts across both suppliers and assemblers, and to exploit economies of scale by sourcing from the keiretsu suppliers of other manufacturers.
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Nissan, struggling to overcome a variety of performance and financial troubles and therefore acutely sensitive to component costs, has shown an interest in using parts designed for Toyota. In 1993, Nissan announced that it was sourcing automatic transmission components from Tokai Rika Denki, a supplier close to Toyota, and thereby reducing purchases from its own affiliated supplier, Fuji Kiko.
Nissan opted to buy from the Toyota supplier since Tokai Rika Denki owned US production facilities and had lower costs because Toyota's large market share afforded greater scale economies. Toyota and Fuji
Kiko did not exactly welcome Nissan's move. The Nikkei quotes a manager at Toyota, remarking half in jest, "This is like giving away our lifeblood to the enemy." A Fuji Kiko manager was quoted as saying:
"Sure it hurts to have 10% of our business taken from us" (Nikkei Sangyo 6/5/93).
Nissan announced that it was procuring car batteries from a Toyota-Matsushita joint venture, despite having made a considerable investment in a project with Sony to develop its own batteries is not a member of the Mitsubishi inner circle Kinyo-kai or presidents' council (Gerlach 1992a ).
Efforts to standardize parts design and production among smaller and less competitive assemblers have also increased. In 1994, the Ministry of International Trade and Industry, with the cooperation of the six manufacturers of small automobiles, announced a list of 84 parts, which the agency recommended standardizing (Nikkei Sangyo 6/1/94). Impetus for standardization has also come 22 from suppliers: for example, the transmission supplier, Jatco, urged assemblers Fuji and Suzuki to standardize their automatic transmission parts so that Jatco could achieve greater economies of scale (Nikkei 6/11/94). Table 2 , the trend towards greater standardization began in the mid-1980's and was well underway by the early 1990's. Between 1984 and 1993, assemblers increased the number of suppliers from which they procured a given part. Similarly, suppliers increased their number of customers. Even more telling is an increase in the number of suppliers selling to arch-competitors Toyota and Nissan. These trends are mirrored in survey research by Helper and Sako (1995) , who find a small, but distinct trend towards more arms length purchasing practices among Japanese auto assemblers.
Governance, learning and standardization
Governance theory predicts that a move from hybrid to market governance is likely to follow a decline in asset specificity. Yet it says little about how and why a transaction might decrease in asset specificity over time. A learning framework sheds light on the attributes of a transaction likely to change over time. These include the need for high customization of buyers' and suppliers' product specs and manufacturing processes and their investments in shared routines, procedures, and tacit knowledge.
The new willingness of Japanese carmakers to source from competitors' suppliers is explicable in governance terms. It implies that for some parts transactions, asset specificity has fallen. Over the post-war period, suppliers had made substantial customer-specific investments: in physical assets and in human capital (Nishiguchi 1994) . Such co-specialization between customer and supplier, scholars argued, accounted for much of the Japanese competitive advantage in the world auto industry (Asanuma 1989 , Dyer 1996 . It made possible easy transfer of technology between customer and supplier and promoted the diffusion of best practice such as just-in-time, statistical quality control, and value engineering and value analysis. Highly specialized suppliers, organized in formal associations or kyoryoku-kai (Sako 1996) , working closely with their customers allowed Japanese car companies to drive down costs and time from the earliest stages of product development throughout the manufacturing process.
Along with this system of supplier specialization, parts themselves had become highly customized. Banri Asanuma (1989) , a particularly insightful student of the Japanese supply chain management, wrote:
23 "Core firms in [the auto industry] increasingly came to issue specifications even for items for which they had not acquired manufacturing capabilities and which have been thought by outside researchers to be marketed goods [purchased "off-the-shelf" from a supplier]. Thus, virtually all the parts supplied from outside firms can now be regarded as ordered goods [built to assembler specifications]. It is indeed very difficult to find, from among those items that are being supplied from suppliers on the first tier, parts that fall under the marketed goods category" (p. 11).
Co-specialization between assemblers and suppliers in the manufacture of automobiles and the trust and close cooperation it entails has in recent years been celebrated in numerous important studies as worldwide best practice (Clark and Fujimoto 1993 , Nishiguchi 1994 , Womack, Jones, and Roos 1990 , Helper and Sako 1995 . How, then, can we account for the current drift to greater parts standardization in the Japanese auto industry, the setting where such practices originated and were honed to nearperfection?
Misplaced asset specificity? One hypothesis is that prevailing levels of asset specificity were misplaced. Buyers and suppliers may have chosen to customize parts and processes and thus commit to one another at levels in excess of economic rationality. A reason sometimes noted is the power of Japanese engineering staffs, who, particularly in the 80's, had a taste for "fat designs," laden with "bells and whistles" (Fujimoto, 1999) . Alternatively, customization might have taken on a life of its own over the course of a relationship spanning decades. If the vaunted system of co-specialization in the Japanese auto components market had in fact, promoted relationships in which asset-and relation-specificity exceeded that dictated by economic efficiency, what was necessary to bring the problem to the attention of auto assemblers and motivate them to address it?
Two powerful trends may be forcing assemblers to deal with over-cospecialization and a web of interlocking obligations grown more sticky and cumbersome than competitiveness and learning require.
One is globalization, which has given Japanese auto manufacturers the opportunity to experiment with new partnerships and manage production at long distances from core suppliers' locales. While assemblers often have in tow much of their keiretsu supply chain when they move production abroad (Kenney and Florida 1993) , they also forge new links with local parts makers and even transplant Japanese suppliers with whom they could not do business in Japan (Martin, Mitchell, and Swaminathan 1995) . A striking example is the business between Denso's Battle Creek, Michigan facility and Nissan's Smyrna, Tennessee plant. The smooth unfolding of these new partnerships persuaded many assemblers that they might dispense with or at least scale down the drawn-out rituals of trust-building (years of golf 24 games and holiday parties) and mutual learning that in the past were essential parts of the Japanese procurement system. Accumulated experience in managing production from afar has also spurred auto assemblers to rethink supplier relationships. Japanese producers, Toyota more than others, have been reluctant to move manufacturing out of a concentrated area. By confining parts makers and assembly plants to a limited region, automakers could foster supplier specialization and ensure close cooperation. With the expansion of production and supply chains overseas, this system grew less useful. Although suppliers do follow assemblers abroad, their facilities are rarely situated as close to the assembly plants as they typically are in Japan. Also, the foreign-based assemblers still source numerous critical parts from Japan. An extreme example is the NUMMI plant in Fremont, California, the bulk of whose inputs are either shipped from Japan or transferred by rail from Midwestern parts suppliers. Foreign production taught Japanese auto assemblers two lessons: first, it was possible to conduct business with suppliers situated at a considerable distance. And second, it was possible to develop relationships with local suppliers without the benefit of decades of shared experience (though, as Martin et al.'s [1995] work shows, some preference for the familiar remained).
A side effect of the expansion of Japanese auto manufacturers into North American markets has been the transfer of production operations to Japan's terra incognita-the island of Kyushu with its abundant labor and lower wage and land costs. Growing familiarity with global management has emboldened Japanese assemblers to set up operations at the other end of the Japanese archipelago, typically far from their established supplier base. In 1992, both Toyota and Nissan set up factories in Kyushu, and while several suppliers did follow them there, both companies continued to source from their traditional supplier network in the vicinity of headquarters. When the outlying assembly facilities do buy from local vendors, the reason is transportation costs, rather than any need for cheek-by-jowl collaboration in design and manufacture (Nikkei 4/2/96).
Also driving change in customer-supplier partnerships is the Japanese' current widespread sense of economic gloom. Japan has long been given to "hand-wringing rhetoric," as Hugh Patrick (1995) puts it, about the looming breakdown of the Japanese system; e.g., the weakening of commitments of Falling asset specificity? While misplaced asset specificity may be a real problem (Masten 1993 ), firms as skilled at supply chain management as the leading Japanese auto assemblers ought not to make frequent errors of this sort. A more likely explanation for rising standardization is falling (versus misplaced) asset specificity: what were once the "right" levels of specific investment are no longer.
While governance theory may well account for misplaced cospecialization, it is less helpful on why asset specificity might diminish with time. A learning approach considers the degree and quality of knowledge sharing between buyer and supplier and how it changes over time. As the technology of a sourced part becomes more certain and as the knowledge base behind it shifts from small and tacit to large and well codified, the gains to co-specialization evaporate. A purchasing manager of a medium-sized auto assembler we interviewed attributed the decline in specialization to supplier learning, particularly in Japan. In the past, he said, tightly knit, highly specialized supply networks did create significant competitive advantage for assemblers such as Toyota. Today, such close and specialized bonds matter less and (with globalization, etc.) are harder to sustain. In his words:
"10 years ago, we considered quality, delivery time, and stable supply as well as cost in making purchasing decisions. Today, we consider primarily cost. These days, Japanese suppliers are all pretty much the same level in terms of reliability and quality-so we take such things for granted."
He went on to say that this generalization did not apply abroad-suppliers in the U. S. and elsewhere still fall short of Japanese domestic standards, so that customization and cospecialization are essential to manufacturing success.
A drop in the learning requirements is probably behind the trend to scale down proliferation of parts types and promote standardization and cross purchasing across assembler groups. As practices such 26 as kanban, value analysis, value engineering, and statistical quality control diffused from assemblers to suppliers, the know-how and sophistication of Japanese parts makers has correspondingly grown.
Specialized routines, dense informal interpersonal networks, and close proximity became less critical for parts development and production. From a transaction cost perspective, the gains to co-specialization have diminished, and governance is shifting from hybrid to market forms.
Inertial forces Of course, just because an alliance should be restructured, there is no guarantee that it will be. The economic rationality of a new and superior governance mode is no guarantee that it will prevail over existing alternatives, at least in the short run. Even in the United States, where supply relations are generally more arms-length than in Japan, stable partnerships persist despite significant change in environmental conditions and economic rationales. People get to know each other and become accustomed to one another's way of doing business. Severing a long-standing tie between two corporate partners may be tantamount to the abandonment of a friend or relative.
The social and economic infrastructure in which Japanese supply networks are embedded makes abrupt termination of stable partnerships difficult. Ties between assemblers and their key suppliers have in many cases been in place for thirty years or more (Japan FTC 1993). "Lifetime" employment and low levels (by Japanese norms) of job rotation within purchasing departments enable purchasing managers to develop strong personal bonds with their suppliers' representatives. A high level purchasing manager at a major assembler described to us how the discussions between his purchasing agents and his suppliers' managers generally went well beyond negotiations around the purchase of auto parts--to family and other personal concerns. Customers and suppliers are bound by common norms of legitimate behavior; e.g., a conviction on both sides that a customer simply does not let a supplier go without cause (Lincoln and Nakata 1997) . Even when grounds for switching exist, there is wide agreement that suppliers deserve ample warning, even assistance in locating other business.
Thus, customers are hesitant to cut off major suppliers for fear of reputation costs-becoming known as a big corporation that mistreats its smaller partners (Sako 1992 ). Managers we interviewed echoed this concern about negative public perception if they did anything that threatened jobs-whether of their own employees or of their suppliers. A company that laid off workers or forced a supplier out of business might become the target, they said, of picketing from its union or the supplier's union, to critical newspaper coverage, and even to consumer boycotts. In one of our interviews, a purchasing manager confided his belief that tax officials paid increased scrutiny to firms known to mistreat their suppliers (see also Nikkei Weekly 1995).
Besides fears that an infraction of the norms governing the treatment of suppliers might invoke real sanctions, our interviews turned up some strong taken-for-granted assumptions about dealings with 27 suppliers. Purchasing managers described the lengths to which they went to keep their suppliers in business-bringing them new products to manufacture, finding them new customers, even orchestrating mergers with other firms. When there were no alternatives to terminating the relationship, a customer might give the supplier a year or two of notice in order to ease the transition. Customers thus extricated themselves slowly from commitments to suppliers, not just from fear of sanctions but because, they said, this was "the way things are done" in Japan, and it would not be right (i.e., moral or legitimate) to do otherwise.
Also making long-term supply relationships difficult to end is the risk in starting new ones. The just-in-time system, designed to keep inventory to a minimum, can inflate even small supply chain problems into system-wide catastrophe, bringing production to a standstill. All these constraints on quick and clean terminations of a supply relation are amplified by what our informants referred to as a general risk-aversion and avoidance of aggressiveness in Japanese management culture. The wrong decision by a purchasing manager in switching to a new supplier could be a career-breaker, whereas cultivation of a successful new partnership might have little upside in the presence of a reward system favoring equity and age over individual achievement.
A purchasing manager described how his firm made the decision to end procurement of automatic transmissions from a long-standing supplier and bring manufacture in-house. (He stressed that they were not terminating but rather scaling down the relationship):
"Even though [the supplier] is closer to [Toyota] than to us, it was tough to cut them off.
After all, we have been a large chunk of their business. Our purchasing managers broke the news to them, and our top management went to explain it to them as well. We decided to cut orders slowly and even after cuts are made, we still purchase 10% of this type of transmission from them. Why? Because this is Japan. They have been supplying transmissions to us since we began to make passenger cars-and it is difficult to sever a relationship with so much history behind it."
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we demonstrate with three case studies how shifts in markets and technologies are reconfiguring transactions between Japanese auto assemblers and suppliers. These cases testify to a drift from once dominant "hybrid" or keiretsu governance modes toward the extremes of arms-length 28 contracting and administrative control. Macroeconomic crisis and business uncertainty are eroding the cultural supports for keiretsu governance, giving greater legitimacy to new forms and new partnerships.
Moreover, while change is widespread, even dramatic in some instances, many relationships continue as in the past. While many auto assemblers and suppliers are indeed reordering purchase-supply arrangements, elsewhere keiretsu remains a viable form.
Our conceptual lenses are those of governance and learning, and we conclude that both are useful in grasping what is going on. Our empirical cases highlight some important complementarities between these models of alliance. Used in conjunction, they enable a richer assessment of evolving supply relations than either provides alone.
We first examined the role played by automotive technology in Toyota's pursuit of an internal design and production capability in electronics. Toyota's decision to scale back its reliance on Denso and bring some of its higher-end electronics procurement in-house was based in part on governance concerns.
Toyota's purchases from Denso had shifted over time from fairly standardized and "bolt-on" electrical parts such as starters, alternators, and air conditioners to more complex electronic parts such as fuel injection, antilock brake, and other computerized electronic systems that were more complex, costly, and integrated with the mechanical side of the car. Thus, Toyota's transactions with Denso had become more asset-specific, uncertain, and critical. The standard transaction cost prescription in such a case is more hierarchical governance, and that is what took place: Toyota vertically integrated into electronics. Yet the TCE account needs fleshing out. Toyota neither acquired Denso nor was the Hirose Plant designed to meet most of Toyota's electronic procurement needs. Toyota's purpose was to lay the foundationcreate the absorptive capacity-for a massive program of learning. Modern automotive electronics is an architectural innovation, one far afield from Toyota's extant repertoire of competencies. Given its increasingly black-box dependence on Denso for an unfamiliar technology, Toyota felt itself at some risk of opportunistic hold-up. These concerns were heightened by Toyota's lack of a viable "second source" of electronics, plus Denso's growing independence from Toyota due its expanding global customer base.
Toyota's interest was in shoring up a keiretsu governance structure that had tilted too far in Denso's favor. Full-scale vertical integration, whether accomplished by acquisition of Denso or ground-up construction of inside capacity, was never the agenda.
The story of Toyota's takeover of Daihatsu is similarly one of managing dependence on a critical resource, but here the resource was not knowledge or skill. Toyota had an interest in Daihatsu's new international sales channels and expanded manufacturing and marketing capabilities. Toyota was also troubled by signs that Daihatsu-formerly a self-sufficient auto assembler in its own right-was leveraging (as was Denso) its overseas business to reduce its dependence on Toyota. Had Daihatsu stuck to its historical role of subordinate and compliant keiretsu firm-and had Toyota not put at its own helm an aggressive chief executive with an unprecedented taste for acquisition and diversification-hybrid governance of the Daihatsu -Toyota alliance might well have remained intact. As it was, Toyota moved abruptly and unilaterally to put Daihatsu under greater control.
The case of increased standardization in Japanese auto parts supply also demonstrates how attention to learning can flesh out a transaction cost explanation. Japanese suppliers frequently make heavy investments in buyer-specific assets (Kojima 1998 , Nishiguchi 1994 , Dyer 1996 . Such investments are thought to favor flexibility, efficiency, and speed in parts transactions, owing to the cooperation and trust they foster between assembler and supplier. The industry-wide shift to greater standardization invites the speculation that the economic rationale behind such specific investments was either flawed to begin with or eroded over time. Our conjecture is that relation-specific investments have the greatest value early in an industry's life cycle when the learning curve is steepest and levels of (e.g., technological and supply chain) uncertainty are high. As know-how is routinized and diffused, processes standardize, investments in nonspecific assets rise, and bilateral commitments and cooperation decline.
The standardization case shows that when organizations economize on learning, stable alliances with trusted partners can be casualties. Learning is costly, and in lean and competitive times organizations seek to reduce it. As the localized and tacit knowledge needed to make custom parts for one assembler gives way to the shared and explicit knowledge used in making standard parts for many, bilateral ties between buyer and supplier decay. Again, a focus on the changing composition of knowledge and learning enriches the governance perspective.
Change and persistence The cases discussed in this paper identify significant discontinuities in the evolution of Japanese automotive supply chain organization. Yet for many assemblers and suppliers, close partnerships are still the norm. Cultural and institutional obstacles to severing long-term business ties are important, but these forces of inertia are not the whole issue. There remain real advantages of hybrid organization in flexibility, cost, and speed. Toyota officials have also publicly discussed the option of bringing the principal members of the Toyota Group into a holding company, a form banned by the U. S. Occupation until its legalization in December of 1997. Toyota's rationale is that tighter coordination of Toyota Group companies is essential for success in the more harshly competitive environment of today's world auto industry. A high-level Toyota executive we interviewed said, however, that Toyota was hiking its stakes in keiretsu companies chiefly as a bulwark against takeovers, now a much more serious concern than in the past (see also Shirouzu, 8/3/99) . It also appears, however, that Toyota is seeking to put some limits on the freedom of its closest suppliers to serve the competition. The executive Toyota dispatched to Denso has the post of vice president, the highest-ranking placement in Denso that Toyota ever made. The Asahi news reported that the transfer was designed "to sever (Denso's) business ties with Honda Motor Co. and other assemblers as competition is expected to heat up in the industry" (www.asahi.com/english/enews 4/5/99).
Yet in other industries-consumer electronics, for example-the new economic environment is promoting a drift toward more keiretsu-like forms. The make-buy decision there was in the past more stark than in autos in the sense that manufacturers both produced more parts in-house and sourced more inputs in an arms-length fashion from a large supplier base (Asanuma 1989, Lincoln and Ahmadjian 1999) . Electronics firms faced the problems of maturing products, a strong yen, and "hollowing out" due to overseas production earlier than did the auto industry. In response, they have moved to sharpen the contrast between close affiliate and arms-length supplier. Matsushita, for example, has been winnowing out suppliers-selecting an elite subset and assisting them in upgrading their production capabilities and technological knowledge while pressuring them to withhold specialized knowledge from competitors (Lincoln, Ahmadjian, and Mason 1998) . Suppliers that do not make the cut are dropped, often in favor of foreign sources offering standard products at lower prices.
Thus, the Japanese economy is witnessing a rising variety of corporate governance and alliance forms. Keiretsu supply networks are reconfiguring but relationships with a handful of close, trusted (and safely dependent) suppliers persist. The jury is still out on whether the network organization of the Japanese economy is changing on a large scale in fundamental ways or even that it should. Our perspective on the current mix of change and stability in the Japanese economy charts a middle course between the apocalyptic rhetoric of the Japanese business press and the laments of Western journalists and managers that the Japanese will never change their ways.
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Perhaps what is most striking in the adaptation of the Japanese automotive industry to change is the ability of auto assemblers to reconfigure supplier relationships selectively. The will to dissolve partnerships that have outlived their usefulness and the skill to do so with finesse may become a critical strategic advantage (perhaps the flip side of "relational advantage"). It is arguably no coincidence that two of the biggest recent stories of keiretsu change feature Toyota. Toyota is perhaps the only Japanese assembler with the means to invest on its own in significant absorptive capability in electronics, plus being the only auto assembler with the determination and resources to mount a quasi-hostile takeover. A little-publicized aspect of Toyota's renowned flair for supply chain management may be the company's track record at effectively restructuring its alliances when circumstances warrant. Skills of this sort may well play a considerable role in determining competitive advantage in the world auto industry of 21 st Century. 
APPENDIX
Our research methodology combined on-site interviews and analysis of article in the business media.
Our interviews were conducted between 1994 and 1997 in Japan. In the course of carrying out interviews with Japanese companies, we found that assuring confidentiality to our respondents improved considerably the quality of information received. The issue of severing long-term relationships with suppliers is highly charged, and respondents were much more likely to go beyond widely publicized facts when they were assured of confidentiality. Therefore, we do not report the names of our contacts or dates of our interviews.
Each interview lasted approximately 2-3 hours, and in most cases was with senior managers in the purchasing group. There are several exceptions-we spoke to people in public relations in several companies. In most of these cases, however, at least one of the public relations officials had prior purchasing experience. Interviews were open-ended, though we asked managers to confirm press accounts and add extra information.
We also surveyed the Japanese business press, using the Nikkei Telecom English and Japanese online services. Our search focused upon articles surrounding the Daihatsu acquisition, automotive electronics and Denso, and words related to parts standardization.
Firms interviewed
• Toyota: 3 sets of interviews at headquarters, 2 sets of interviews with Toyota labor union officials
• Nissan
• Honda
• Mitsubishi Motors
• Mazda
• Daihatsu: 2 sets of interviews
• Nissan Auto Body: 2 sets of interviews
• Denso
• Takata
